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ABSTRACT
Data collected by ground magnetometers and high latitude radars during a small isolated substorm are discussed in
terms of the global changes in convection during the substorm. This substorm was observed during the international
GISMOS (Global Ionospheric Simultaneous Measurements of Substorms) Experiment of 1 - 5 June 1987 and the
array of observations discussed here span the night sector from approximately dusk to dawn. The substorm, observed
by the Sondrestrom radar and auroral and midlatitude magnetometers is associated with a polar cap contraction
observed near dusk by the EISCAT radar.

INTRODUCTION
The goals of the GISMOS (Global Ionospheric Simultaneous Measurements of Substorms) experiments are “to
obtain simultaneous, synergistic, and global measurements of the ionosphere and magnetosphere; to analyze individual events in detail to understand the time varying aspects of the coupling between the magnetosphere and the
ionosphere; to provide realistic inputs and boundary conditions for modeling magnetospheric processes; to provide
observations against which the model predictions can be tested; and to foster comparisons and interconnections
among the models” /1/. A particular goal of the coordinated multi-instrument GISMOS data collection and analysis efforts is to delineate the flow ofenergy from the solar wind through the magnetosphere to its ultimate dissipation
in the ionosphere. Since the ionosphere forms one of the electrical boundaries of the solar wind - magnetosphere
- ionosphere system, various manifestations of the transmission of the energy through the magnetosphere appear
in the ionospheric plasma. Primary among these manifestations is the dynamic behavior of the high latitude ionospheric electric fields, currents and conductivity. The particular organization of the June 1 - 5, 19S7 GISMOS radar
operations focused upon obtaining high ladtude electrodynamic measurements at high time resolution in order
to investigate high latitude large scale electrodynamic parameters during time varying conditions and substorm
activity.

The processes which influence substorm activity begin on the dayside of the Earth where the solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field first encounter the n~gnetosphere.A few percent of the kinetic power carried by the solar
wind plasma impinging upon the dayside magnetopause (between io~’and 1012 Watts) enters the magnetosphere to
drive currents, energize plasma, and produce a complex pattern of plasma convection /2,3/. Much of the extracted
solar wind energy is thought to be ultinlatcly dissipated as heat in the Earth’s upper atmosphere, while another
portion of the extracted energy is thought to be returned to the solar wind by plasmoids which are ejected down
the magnetotail during intervals of substorrn activity.
The coupling processes which occur at the rnagnetopause can be divided roughly into two categories. The first is
electromagnetic coupling which involves interactions between the solar wind magnetic field and the geomagnetic
field (eg. reconnection). The second coupling is non-magnetic and is generally referred to as a “viscous interaction” (eg. Kelvin-Helmholtz driven waves, cross field diffusion, impulsive penetration, or gradient-drift entry). It
appears, however, that electromagnetic coupling provides the major momentum exchange between the solar wind
and the magnetosphere /4,5/, though there remains considerable debate regarding the possibility that the viscous
interactions could be an important or dominant coupling mechanism under some conditions /6.7/ and references
therein). The rate of energy coupling, and hence the strength and orientation of the associated electrical current
systems, vary with the velocity and orientation of the IMF. Geomagnetic activity and particularly substorms appear
to result from both increased energy coupling and also from sudden changes in the coupling rate /8.9/.
In this report we provide a preliminary discussion of a set of spatially separated data which describe the global
dynamics of the auroral oval and polar cap prior to and during a small isolated substorm.
OBSERVATIONS
The period of particular interest in this analysis is the interval from 01 - 05 UT on 5 June 1987. It is an interval
characterized by a weakly southward IMF and a small, isolated magnetospheric substorm onset at about 03:45 UT.
Prior to this substorm, another small, isolated substorm occurred at about 00 UT following another interval of
southward IMF.
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Figure 1 shows magnetograms from two auroral zone stations: Leirvogur. Iceland and Poste de Ia Baleine. Canada.
Leirvogur is near local midnight at the onset of the first substorm prior to the event under consideration and the
characteristic negative bay signature of both substorms can be seen in the Leirvogur H component. Tile onset of
the substorm under consideration here is onserved at Leirvogur (0-1 MLT) atO3:45 UT. Poste de Ia Baleine. near
23 MLT, observes the onset at 03:55 UT. The maximum perturbation in the H component during the substorm is
about 150 nT and occurs at abut 0-1:30 UT in the Poste do In Baleine msgnetogranl. Thus, in terms of the strength
of the substorm expansion phase westward electrojet observed near magnetic midnight, this is a moderately small
substorm. Mid-latitude stations in the midnight sector recorded positive hays ifl tile Fl component of about 10 uT.
The cnd of tile recovery phase of the substorm occurs at about 05:00 UT.
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Fig. 1. Magnetograms from Leirvogur, Iceland (top) and Poste de la Baleine, Canada (bottom) for
June 5, 1987. A Substorrn onset is observed in the H component of Leirvogur at 03:45 UT and in the
X component at Poste de la Baleine at 03:55 UT.
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Fig. 2. Interplanetary magnetic field measured by the IMP-S satellite from June 4, 19-87 12 UT to
June 5, 1987 12 UT in GSM coordinates.
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The interplanetary magnetic field measured by IMP-S is shown ;rl GSM coordinates in Figure 2. Tile first sustorm
expansion at 00 CI followed a roughly 2 hour interval of south yard [MF (B
2 —3.5nT). The 03:45 UT sv’storm
was preceded by about 2.5 hours of weakly southward IMP (jI~ —2rsT). The Onset of the substorm ex::ansion
is proximate to the sudden northward fluctuations ill B- obs~~ved
at 03:48 UT. The expected propagatio.u delay,
assuming the positive fluctuation to lie in a plane aligned al.:ng tile Parker spiral or othogonal to the Earth-sun
line, between IMP-S and tile magnetopause is about 5 - S minutes. Therefore, unless the northward fluctuation lies
in the plane normal to the Parker spiral, it is an unlikely trigger for tile substorm onset. Unfortunately, a data gap
in the IMP-8 data follows 04:13 UT.
In Figures 3 and 4 we show the ionospheric plasma convection measured respectively by the Sondre Stromfjord and
EISCAT incoherent scatter radars. These are clock dial plots with local time shown around tile outside of tue plot
and universal time sholvn around the interior of the dial. Invariant latitude forms tile radial dimension. A vector in
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Fig. 3. F-region ion convection measured by the Sondrestrom radar in a ciockdial format with UT
measured around the inner circle and geographic LT measured around the outer circle. In the bottom
panel we add schematic markings on the data to aid the viewer in observing the features described in
the text.
the direction of the velocity is shown at each measurement point. We have indicated the 03:45 - 05:00 UT substorm
interval on both plots with radial lines. During the substorm. the Sondrestrom radar is located in the post midnight
local time sector and EISCAT is located near dawn.
Prior to the substorm expansion onset, Sondrestrom appears to observe a gradual equatorward motion of the
convection reversal boundary from 75°inva~iantto about 730 invariant during the interval 02:30 to 0:3:-IS CT. This
equatorward motion of the polar cap boundary is taken to represent tile expansion of the polar cap and to be
associated with the accumulation of magnetic flusx in tho tail lobes as a result of davside reconnection. At EISCAT
near dasvn, the convection reversal bounda,y is observed to be located between 72.5°and 72.6° invariant latitude
prior to the 03:4S UT and to begin a rapid 7olesvardl contration at this time.
Following the expansion phase onset, the Sondrestrom radar measures plasma flow out of tile polar cap during the
first half of the substorm interval. During the second half of the interval, Sondrestrom observes the convection
reversal boundary to be located initially at r.bout 73°invariant and to then suddenly jump to 76°invariant at the
end of the substorm. At EISCAT near dawn, the effect.
t~ ~
is a poleward motion of the convection
reversal boundary during the entire substorm interval from 72°to 76° insariant. The contraction of the polar cap
during the substorm expansion and recovery phases indicates an imbalance between tile merging rates on the dayside
and nightside with more flux leaving the polar cap on the uightside than entering it on the dayside /10, 11, 12. 13/.
Since the polar cap contraction is observed to continue at EISCAT and tile magnetic measurements of substorm
activity at auroral and midlatitude observatories indicate that the substorm continues, it is possible that the
observed halt to outflow from the polar cap bserved by Sonduestrom in the middle of the substorm interval is the
result of Sondrestrom rotating past the outflow region. This may be equivalent to moving beyond the ionospheric
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projection of the substorm merging line in the tail. This is very interesting because it appears that the location of

the convection reversal boundary at Sondrestrom is still near 73°invariant and this may indicate a stationary (in
position down the tail) merging line at least through the expansion phase of the substorm. The sudden poleward
motion of tIle convection reversal boundary at Sondrestrom during tile final 10 minutes of the substortn may be
related to the tailward retreat of the merging line.
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Fig. 4. F-region ion convection measured by the EISCAT radar in a clockdial format similar to the
one in Fig. 3. The 03:45 UT substorm interval is marked by radial lines and during this interval the
convection reversal is observed to move poleward.
A simple calculation is possible to determine the amount of flux removed from the polar cap during tile contraction
assuming a circular polar cap centered on the invariant pole and a dipole representation of the geomagnetic field.

~=fB.da

(1)

The polar cap boundary, initially located at A = 72.40 moves poleward 4.1° to A = 76.5°in 75 minutes. This
amounts to a change in flux of 2.882’ 108 Webers. The flux rate of change is then given by the outflow across the
merging line projection in the ionosphere.
(2)
where V~is the velocity normal to the boundary (equatorward component of the flow) and I is the length of the
merging line projection in the ionosphere. Knowing that the contraction takes 75 minutes, and using the equatorward
component of the flow measured at Sondrestrom (V~. 500 ni/sec.) we can solve for I and find I = 2.167• iO6m.
This is equivalent to about 5 hours in local time. This gives a potential drop along the neutral line of about 64 kV.
A detailed analysis of the EISCAT observations ofthe convection reversal boundary during this polar cap contraction
is presented by Lockwood et al., /13/. They finch that during the contraction observed at EISCAT, tise pohesvard
component of the plasma velocity exceeds the contraction velocity. That is, there is flow into tile polar cap observed
at EISCAT. The flow is equivalent to a 7 kV potential drop over about two hours of local time and is attributed to
viscous processes at the flanks of the magnetosphere. This observation plus the possibility of additional flow into
the polar cap from the dayside merging region indicates that the above estimates of the length of the substorm
merging line and potential drop are probably lower limits.
Magnetic records of the substorm are consistent withl the large local time extent of tile substorm current systems
suggested by tile above estimates. Following the ideas of Clauer and McPherron, /14,1.5/ who use midlatitude
magnetograrns to psrameterize the location, extent and magnitude of isolated substorm disturbances we find positive
bays in midlatitude magnetograms are observed at Tucson at 21 MLT, Fredericksburg at 23 hILT and San Juan at
23:45 MLT. A positive bay is also observed at tile sub auroral station at St. Johns located at 01 MLT. A delayed
negative bay is observed at the auroral station Fort Churchlill located at 21 MLT and no bay disturbance is observed
at Yellow Knife at 19 MLT. Thus tile extent of the substorm current wedge is roughly from 21 MLT to 03 MLT.
SUMMARY
A small, isolated substorm observed by the Sondrestrom radar and by ground magnetometers at aurorai and
midhatitudes is associated with a polar cap contraction observed near dusk observed by the EISCAT radar. Tile
longitudinal extent of the substorm disturbance spans roughly 21 MLT to 03 MLT. Based upon the flow out of the
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polar cap observed by the Sondrestrom radar at 02:00 MLT we estimate that the length of tile outflow region must
be 5 or 6 hours of local time to account for tile contraction of an assumed circular polar cap observed by EISCAT.
Thus is consistent with the extent of the disturbance deduced from the magnetic records.
These observations are consistant with a model of magnetospheric substorms in lvhichl flux is accumulated in the
tail lobes during an interval of enhanced dayside reconnection associated with a southward IMF. This results in an
expansion of the polar cap. The contraction of the polar cap and the associated niglltside substorm disturbance
are the result of an enhanced reconnection rate in the magnetotail, probably at a new near-Earth merging line.
The local time extent of the merging line is very broad, and tile observation that the night side position of the
convection reversal boundary appears to remain constant during the contraction observed at dusk, suggests that
tile radial position of thle merging line also remains fixed until tile end of the recovery phase, ~vhen we observe a
sudden poieward motion of the convection reversal at Sondrestrom. We note that this scenerio is outlined for only
simple isolated substorms and may not be the case for more complex periods of continuous activity.
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